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CURRENT RESEARCH
Recent therapeutic success in the protein degradation field suggests the potential to develop new drugs for patients with cancer

Cancer develops when cells multiply too quickly or die too little, which is due to either excessive amounts of onco-proteins, driving malignant transformation, or the absence of tumor suppressor proteins, which prevent tumor formation. Dr. Michele Pagano, of the New York University School of Medicine and the Howard Hughes Medical Institute, investigates the mechanisms by which the elimination of certain tumor suppressor proteins is accelerated, while that of certain onco-proteins is inhibited in human tumors. In particular he focuses on a family of enzymes, called SCFs, that catalyze the attachment of ubiquitin molecules to proteins that need to be destroyed. Dr. Pagano’s research explores the fundamental role of SCFs in controlling and synchronizing the key three dimension of cellular life: proliferation, survival, and differentiation. He and his team hope to modulate the activities of these key enzymes to fight cancer -- particularly, prostate tumors and lymphomas.

For more than fifteen years, Dr. Pagano’s laboratory has studied how the proliferation of human cells is controlled by the SCF ubiquitylating enzymes. His expertise in the ubiquitin system and the methods for its investigation provide his laboratory with a unique position to discover novel mechanisms in the cell as well as identify new drugs that can fight cancer. His research has inspired the research efforts of many Ph.D. students and postdoctoral fellows that worked or still work in his laboratory. In fact, donors to the Pagano Laboratory, will be offered an invitation to come learn alongside Dr. Pagano himself. The dynamic atmosphere of the Pagano Laboratory together with its expertise are a guarantee that this team will...